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LEAKAGE POWER MANAGEMENT WITH NDR 
ISOLATION DEVICES 

BACKGROUND 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The invention relates to design of semiconductor 
chips. More speci?cally, the invention relates to a method 
and an apparatus for minimizing sub-threshold leakage 
current for logic circuits in sleep mode. 

[0003] 2. RelatedArt 

[0004] Increasing circuit density is an important compo 
nent for loWering the cost and increasing the performance of 
semiconductor chips. Therefore, device siZes in semicon 
ductor chips have been steadily shrinking. HoWever, as 
devices become smaller, sub-threshold leakage current 
becomes an increasingly larger part of the overall poWer 
consumption of the semiconductor chips. For example, in 
semiconductor chips With a devices siZe of 45 nm, sub 
threshold leakage accounts for approximately 50 percent of 
the total poWer consumed. 

[0005] Sub-threshold leakage current occurs When the 
gate voltage is beloW the threshold voltage of a transistor. 
Thus, sub-threshold leakage occurs When the device is 
turned off because the gate voltage is beloW the threshold 
voltage. Implementing a sleep mode for logic blocks not 
currently in use can reduce sub-threshold leakage currents. 
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a circuit using multi-threshold 
CMOS (MTCMOS) to implement sleep mode in a logic 
block. Speci?cally, a logic block 120 coupled to the positive 
poWer supply through a high threshold P-type transistor 110, 
Which provides a virtual positive poWer node Vl3 VDD for 
logic block 120. For clarity the voltage at the positive poWer 
supply is referred to as positive supply voltage VDD. Logic 
block 120 is coupled to ground through a high threshold 
N-type transistor 130, Which provides a virtual ground node 
V_GND for logic block 120. For clarity, the voltage at 
ground is referred to as ground voltage VSS. A sleep signal 
SLEEP is applied to the gate of high threshold P-type 
transistor 110. Conversely, a not sleep signal lSLEEP (Which 
is the inverse of sleep signal SLEEP) is applied to the gate 
terminal of high threshold N-type transistor 130. In normal 
operation, sleep signal SLEEP is at logic loW and not sleep 
signallSLEEP is at logic high. Therefore, both high thresh 
old P-type transistor 110 and high threshold N-type transis 
tor 130 are turned “on”. Consequently, the voltage at virtual 
positive poWer node V_VDD is very close to the positive 
supply voltage VDD and the voltage at virtual ground node 
V_GND is very close to ground voltage VSS. Therefore, 
logic block 120 can operate normally. 

[0006] For sleep mode, sleep signal SLEEP is driven to 
logic high and not sleep signal lSLEEP is driven to logic 
loW. Therefore, both high threshold P-type transistor 110 and 
high threshold N-type transistor 130 are turned “o?‘”. This 
prevents normal operation of logic block 120 but also serves 
to reduce but not eliminate the sub-threshold leakage current 
in logic block 120 because the sub threshold leakage current 
is proportional to the drain to source voltage (VDS) of the 
transistors in logic block 120. Speci?cally, high threshold 
P-type transistor 110, logic block 120, and high threshold 
N-type transistor 130 act as a voltage divider ladder. There 
fore, the voltage at virtual positive poWer node is slightly 
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greater than the voltage at virtual ground node V4GND 
resulting in a small drain to source voltage for the transistors 
in logic block 120, Which alloWs sub-threshold leakage 
currents in logic block 120. 

[0007] Furthermore, storage elements in logic block 120 
are not able to store state information (i.e., data) during sleep 
mode. To prevent loss of state information, redundant stor 
age elements are used in logic block 120. The redundant 
storage elements are coupled directly to the positive poWer 
supply and ground rather than virtual positive poWer node 
ViVDD and virtual ground node V_GND. Thus, the redun 
dant storage elements do not go into sleep mode. FIG. 2 
shoWs an inverter 215 and an inverter 218 coupled together 
to form a storage element 210 from logic block 120. Thus, 
inverters 215 and 218 receive poWer from virtual positive 
poWer node V_VDD and virtual ground node V_GND. 
Therefore, When logic block 120 is put into sleep mode, 
storage element 210 loses the data in storage element 210 
prior to entering sleep mode. To retain data during sleep 
mode, a redundant storage element 220 that is not put into 
sleep mode is used With each storage element 210. As 
illustrated in FIG. 2, an inverter 225 and an inverter 228 are 
coupled to form a redundant storage element 220. Redun 
dant storage element 220 is coupled to storage element 210 
through a pass gate 230. Redundant storage element 220 
mirrors the data in storage element 210 during normal 
operation of logic block 120. HoWever, unlike inverters 215 
and 218, inverters 225 and 228 are poWered directly from 
the positive poWer supply and ground. Therefore, When 
logic block 120 enters sleep mode, redundant storage ele 
ment 220 stores the state of storage element 210 prior to 
entering sleep mode. When logic block 120 leaves sleep 
mode, redundant storage element 220 resets the data in 
storage element 210. 

[0008] While redundant storage elements prevents loss of 
state information during sleep mode, the cost in terms of 
silicon resources for redundant storage elements is enor 
mous. In addition to the area for the redundant storage 
elements, additional silicon area is used for routing the 
separate poWer lines to the redundant storage elements. 
Furthermore, the redundant storage elements consume addi 
tional poWer. Hence there is a need for method and system 
to reduce sub-threshold leakage currents With the ability to 
maintain state information. 

SUMMARY 

[0009] Accordingly, the present invention provides a 
method and system to eliminate sub-threshold leakage cur 
rent in a logic block during sleep mode. Alternatively the 
sub-threshold leakage current can be greatly reduced While 
alloWing state information to be retained in the storage 
elements of the logic block during sleep mode Without the 
need for redundant storage elements. Speci?cally, in accor 
dance With one embodiment of the present invention, the 
logic block is coupled to the positive poWer supply and a 
virtual ground node. An NDR isolation device is coupled 
betWeen the virtual ground node and ground. A virtual 
ground control device is coupled to the positive poWer 
supply and the virtual ground node. To put the logic block 
into sleep mode, the virtual ground control device raises the 
voltage at the virtual ground node above an isolation volt 
age, Which causes the NDR isolation device to isolate the 
virtual ground node from ground. Then, the virtual ground 
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control device can raise the voltage at the virtual ground 
node to the positive supply voltage to eliminate sub-thresh 
old leakage current in the logic block. Alternatively, the 
virtual ground control device can raise the voltage at the 
virtual ground node to the positive supply voltage minus a 
retention voltage, Which Would greatly reduce the sub 
threshold leakage current in the logic block While also 
alloWing storage elements in the logic block to retain state 
information. The present invention Will be more fully under 
stood in vieW of the folloWing description and draWings 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES 

[0010] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a circuit using a 
conventional method to reduce sub-threshold leakage cur 
rents in a logic block during sleep mode. 

[0011] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a circuit using a 
conventional method to save state information in the logic 
block during sleep mode. 

[0012] FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the 
present invention used to reduce sub-threshold leakage 
current in a logic block during sleep mode. 

[0013] FIG. 4 (a) is a graph illustrating the current versus 
voltage (I-V) characteristics of a negative di?cerential resis 
tance (NDR) device used With some embodiments of the 
present invention. 

[0014] FIG. 4 (b) is a graph illustrating the current versus 
voltage (I-V) characteristics of a negative di?cerential resis 
tance (NDR) device used With some embodiments of the 
present invention. 

[0015] FIG. 5 is a block diagram of another embodiment 
of the present invention used to reduce sub-threshold leak 
age current in a logic block during sleep mode. 

[0016] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of another embodiment 
of the present invention used to reduce sub-threshold leak 
age current in a logic block during sleep mode. 

[0017] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of another embodiment 
of the present invention used to reduce sub-threshold leak 
age current in a logic block during sleep mode. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[0018] As explained above, sub-threshold leakage current 
is becoming a signi?cantly large part of the overall poWer 
consumption of an integrated circuit. The present invention 
can eliminate sub-threshold leakage current in a logic block 
by better isolating a logic block than conventional methods 
of reducing sub-threshold leakage current. FIG. 3 is a block 
diagram of a circuit in accordance With one embodiment of 
the present invention that minimiZes sub-threshold leakage 
current in a logic block during sleep mode. Speci?cally in 
FIG. 3, a logic block 320 is coupled betWeen the positive 
poWer supply and a virtual ground node V_GND. Virtual 
ground control device 340 and an NDR isolation device 330 
control the voltage at virtual ground node V_GND. Speci? 
cally, NDR isolation device 330, Which is coupled betWeen 
virtual ground node V_GND and ground, can either pull 
virtual ground node V_GND to ground voltage VSS or can 
isolate virtual ground node V_GND from ground. Virtual 
ground control device 340, Which is coupled the positive 
poWer supply and virtual ground node V_GND, can pull the 
voltage at virtual ground VDD above an isolation voltage 
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V_ISO, Which causes NDR isolation device 330 to isolate 
virtual ground from actual ground. To exit sleep mode, 
virtual ground control device 340 loWers the voltage at 
virtual ground node V_GND to beloW isolation voltage 
V_ISO, Which alloWs NDR isolation device 330 to quickly 
reduce the voltage at virtual ground node V_GND to ground 
voltage VSS. 

[0019] FIG. 4 (a) is a graph 40011 of the current versus 
voltage of one embodiment of NDR isolation device 330. 
Speci?cally, graph 400a shoWs the virtual ground to ground 
current I_VG_G through NDR isolation device 330 versus 
the virtual ground to ground voltage V_VGG. As virtual 
ground to ground voltage V_VG_G increases from Zero 
volts, virtual ground to ground current I_VG_G quickly 
rises toWards a saturation current I_SAT at a saturation 
voltage V_SAT. Then as virtual ground to ground voltage 
V_VG_G increases from saturation voltage V_PL to an 
isolation voltage V_ISO, virtual ground to ground current 
I_VG_G remains essentially at saturation current I_SAT. 
HoWever, as virtual ground to ground voltage V_VG_G 
increases past isolation voltage V_ISO, virtual ground to 
ground current I_VG_G declines exponentially to an isola 
tion current I_ISO, Which is practically Zero. Further, 
increases in virtual ground to ground voltage V_VG_G 
above isolation voltage V_ISO does not signi?cantly change 
virtual ground to ground current I_VG_VC, Which remains 
at isolation current I_ISO. 

[0020] FIG. 4 (b) is a graph 40019 of the current versus 
voltage of another embodiment of NDR isolation device 
330. Like graph 400a (FIG. 4(a), graph 4001) also shoWs the 
virtual ground to ground current I_VG_G through NDR 
isolation device 330 versus the virtual ground to ground 
voltage V_VG_G. As virtual ground to ground voltage 
V_VG_CG increases from Zero volts, virtual ground to 
ground current I_VG_G quickly rises toWards a saturation 
current I_SAT at a saturation voltage V_SAT. HoWever, 
unlike in FIG. 4(a), virtual ground to ground current 
I_VG_G begins to exponentially decline as soon as virtual 
ground to ground voltage V_VG_G increases from satura 
tion voltage V_SAT. Thus, in the embodiment of FIG. 4(b) 
isolation voltage V_ISO is equal to saturation voltage 
V_SAT. As virtual ground to ground voltage V_VG_G 
increases past saturation voltage V_SAT (Which is also equal 
to isolation voltage V_ISO), virtual ground to ground cur 
rent I_VG_G declines exponentially to an isolation current 
I_ISO, Which is practically Zero. Further, increases in virtual 
ground to ground voltage V_VG_G above saturation voltage 
V_SAT does not signi?cantly change virtual ground to 
ground current I_VG_VC, Which remains at isolation cur 
rent I_ISO. 

[0021] Depending on the speci?c embodiment of NDR 
isolation device 330, saturation current I_SAT is usually 
controlled by a bias signal (not shoWn). Generally, isolation 
voltage V_ISO is approximately half of positive supply 
voltage VDD. In a speci?c embodiment of the present 
invention, Where positive supply voltage VDD is equal to 
0.9 volts, saturation voltage V_SAT is equal to 0.45 volts, 
saturation current I_SAT is equal to 300 uA/um, and isola 
tion current I_ISO is equal to 5 nA/um. 

[0022] Thus, When virtual ground control device 340 
(FIG. 3) pulls the voltage at virtual ground node V_GND 
above isolation voltage V_ISO, NDR isolation device pre 
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vents any current ?oW from virtual ground node V_GND to 
ground. As explained above, sub-threshold leakage current 
is proportional to the source drain voltage (Vds) of the 
transistors in logic block 320. Therefore, sub-threshold 
leakage in logic block 320 can be minimized by raising the 
voltage at virtual ground node V_GND as close to positive 
supply voltage VDD as possible. To restore normal opera 
tions, virtual ground control device 340 loWers the voltage 
at virtual ground node V_GND to less than isolation voltage 
V_ISO of NDR isolation device 330. Therefore, as illus 
trated in FIG. 5, in one embodiment of the present invention 
virtual ground control device 340 includes a P-type transis 
tor 520, as a pull-up device, and a long channel Weak N-type 
transistor 530, as a pull-doWn device. Speci?cally, P-type 
transistor 520 has a ?rst poWer terminal coupled to the 
positive poWer supply, a second poWer terminal coupled to 
virtual ground node V_GND, and a control terminal coupled 
to receive not sleep signal !SLEEP. Long channel Weak 
N-Type transistor 530 has a ?rst poWer terminal coupled to 
virtual ground node V_GND, a second poWer terminal 
coupled to ground, and a control terminal coupled to receive 
not sleep signal !SLEEP. 

[0023] When not sleep signal !SLEEP is at logic loW (i.e. 
sleep mode is enabled), P-type transistor 520 is turned on 
and long channel Weak N-type transistor 530 is turned off. 
Therefore, P-type transistor 520 begins to raise the voltage 
at virtual ground node V_GND. Once the voltage at virtual 
ground node V_GND passes isolation voltage V_ISO, NDR 
isolation device 330 isolates virtual ground node V_GND 
from ground. Then, P-type transistor 340A is able to pull the 
voltage at virtual ground node V_GND to positive supply 
voltage VDD. Therefore, sub-threshold leakage currents in 
logic block 320 are eliminated because the drain source 
voltage of the transistors in logic block 320 is Zero. As 
explained in more detail beloW, long channel Weak N-Type 
transistor 530 is used to pull doWn the voltage at virtual 
ground node V_GND When exiting sleep mode. When 
exiting sleep mode, P-type transistor 520 is turned off, 
therefore if the saturation current of long channel Weak 
N-type transistor 530 is equal to or greater than the leakage 
current of logic block 320 and P-type transistor 520, then 
long channel Weak N-type transistor 530 is able to loWer the 
voltage at virtual ground node V_GND. Because long 
channel Weak N-type transistor 530 can have a very loW 
saturation current and is turned o?‘, long-channel Weak 
N-type transistor 530 does not provide a signi?cant leakage 
path When logic block 320 is in sleep mode. 

[0024] To exit sleep mode, sleep signal SLEEP is driven to 
logic loW and not sleep signal !SLEEP is driven to logic 
high. Therefore, P-type transistor 520 is turned off and 
long-channel Weak N-TYPE transistor 530 is turned on. As 
long as, the saturation current of long-channel Weak N-Type 
transistor 530 is greater than or equal to the combined 
leakage currents of logic block 320 and P-type transistor 
520, long-channel Weak N-type transistor 530 can pull the 
voltage at virtual ground V_GND beloW isolation voltage 
V_ISO, at Which point isolation NDR isolation device 330, 
rapidly pulls the voltage of virtual ground node V_GND to 
ground voltage VSS. 

[0025] While the embodiment of FIG. 5, eliminates sub 
threshold leakage currents in logic block 320, retention of 
data in logic block 320 is still a problem. Therefore, in 
another embodiment of the present invention, virtual ground 
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node V_GND is pulled to positive supply voltage VDD 
minus a retention voltage V_R. Therefore, the source to 
drain voltage of the transistors in logic block 320 is equal to 
retention voltage V_R. A transistor having a drain source 
voltage equal to or greater than the threshold voltage of the 
transistor is able to maintain minimal functionality. There 
fore, storage elements in logic block 320 are able to retain 
the state information if retention voltage V_R is greater than 
the threshold voltage of the transistors in logic block 320. 
Therefore, in one embodiment of the present invention 
virtual ground control device 340 is a N-type transistor 620, 
as the pull-up device, Which is illustrated in FIG. 6. The 
embodiment of FIG. 6 also includes a long channel Weak 
N-type transistor 630, as a pull-doWn device. Speci?cally, 
N-type transistor 620 has a ?rst poWer terminal coupled to 
the positive poWer supply, a second poWer terminal coupled 
to virtual ground node V_GND, and a control terminal 
coupled to receive sleep signal SLEEP. Long channel Weak 
N-Type transistor 630 has a ?rst poWer terminal coupled to 
virtual ground node V_GND, a second poWer terminal 
coupled to ground, and a control terminal coupled to receive 
not sleep signal !SLEEP. 

[0026] When sleep signal SLEEP is at logic high (i.e. sleep 
mode is enabled), N-type transistor 620 is turned on and 
long channel Weak N-type transistor 630 is turned off. 
Therefore, N-type transistor 620 begins to raise the voltage 
at virtual ground node V_GND. Once the voltage at virtual 
ground node V_GND passes isolation voltage V_ISO, NDR 
isolation device 330 isolates virtual ground node V_GND 
from ground. In general, N-type transistors are not as 
ef?cient at passing positive voltage (i.e. logic highs) as 
P-type transistors. Therefore, N-type transistor 620 only 
drives a voltage equal to the positive supply voltage VDD 
minus the threshold voltage N-type transistor 620. There 
fore, N-type transistor 620 pulls the voltage at virtual ground 
node V_GND to positive supply voltage VDD minus the 
threshold voltage of N-type transistor 620, i.e. the retention 
voltage V_R is equal to the threshold voltage of N-type 
transistor 620. Sub-threshold leakage currents in logic block 
320 are greatly reduced because the drain source voltage of 
the transistors in logic block 320 is reduced to the threshold 
voltage of N-type transistor 620. As long as the threshold 
voltage of N-type transistor 620 is greater than the threshold 
voltage of the transistors of logic block 320, the storage 
elements in logic block 320 are able to retain the state 
information. Therefore, the embodiment of FIG. 6 does not 
require redundant storage elements to maintain state infor 
mation. 

[0027] In some embodiments of the present invention, a 
series of N-type transistors are used as the pull doWn device. 
When a series of N-type transistors are used the voltage 
across logic block 320 is equal to the sum of the threshold 
voltages of the series of N-type transistors. Thus, as long as 
the sum of the threshold voltages of the series of N-type 
transistors is greater than the threshold voltage of the 
transistors in logic block 320, storage elements in logic 
block 320 can maintain state information While in sleep 
mode. 

[0028] To exit sleep mode, sleep signal SLEEP is driven to 
logic loW and not sleep signal !SLEEP is driven to logic 
high. Therefore, N-type transistor 620 is turned off and 
long-channel Weak N-TYPE transistor 630 is turned on. As 
long as, the saturation current of long-channel Weak N-Type 
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transistor 630 is greater than or equal to the combined 
leakage currents of logic block 320 and N-type transistor 
620, long-channel Weak N-type transistor 630 can pull the 
voltage at virtual ground V_GND beloW isolation voltage 
V_ISO, at Which point isolation NDR isolation device 330, 
rapidly pulls the voltage of virtual ground node V_GND to 
ground voltage VSS. 

[0029] NDR isolation device 330 can use any variety of 
NDR devices currently available, such as the NDR transistor 
described in US. Pat. No. 6,512,274. FIG. 7 illustrates the 
use of the NDR transistor With the embodiment of FIG. 6. As 
shoWn in FIG. 7, NDR transistor 330A is coupled betWeen 
virtual ground node V_GND and ground. Speci?cally, a ?rst 
poWer terminal of NDR transistor 330A is coupled to virtual 
ground node V_GND and a second poWer terminal NDR 
transistor 330A is coupled to ground. A body terminal (not 
shoWn) of NDR transistor 330A Would also be coupled to 
ground. Abias signal BIAS is applied to the control terminal 
of NDR transistor 330A. Bias signal BIAS can be used to 
control the saturation current I_SAT as described in US. Pat. 
No. 6,512,274. For the present invention, bias signal BIAS 
is set to a constant value to achieve a desired value for 
saturation current I_SAT. 

[0030] In the various embodiments of the present inven 
tion, novel structures and methods have been described for 
minimizing sub-threshold leakage current. The various 
embodiments of the structures and methods of this invention 
that are described above are illustrative only of the prin 
ciples of this invention and are not intended to limit the 
scope of the invention to the particular embodiments 
described. For example, in vieW of this disclosure those 
skilled in the art can de?ne other NDR isolation devices, 
virtual ground control devices, logic blocks, bias signals, 
sleep signals, retention voltages, isolation voltages, isolation 
currents, and so forth, and use these alternative features to 
create a method, circuit, or system according to the prin 
ciples of this invention. Thus, the invention is limited only 
by the folloWing claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A circuit comprising: 

a logic block coupled to a positive poWer supply and a 
virtual ground node; 

an NDR isolation device coupled betWeen the virtual 
ground node and ground; and 

a virtual ground control device coupled to the positive 
poWer supply and the virtual ground node. 

2. The circuit of claim 1, Wherein the NDR isolation 
device comprises an NDR transistor having a ?rst poWer 
terminal coupled to the virtual ground node and a second 
poWer terminal coupled to ground. 

3. The circuit of claim 1, Wherein the virtual ground 
control device is con?gurable to pull a voltage at the virtual 
ground node above an isolation voltage. 

4. The circuit of claim 1, Wherein the virtual ground 
control device is con?gurable to pull a voltage at the virtual 
ground node to equal a positive supply voltage. 

5. The circuit of claim 1, Wherein the virtual ground 
control device is con?gurable to pull a voltage at the virtual 
ground node to equal a positive supply voltage minus a 
retention voltage. 
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6. The circuit of claim 5, Wherein the retention voltage is 
greater than a threshold voltage of a plurality of transistors 
in the logic block. 

7. The circuit of claim 1, Wherein the NDR isolation 
device is con?gured to isolate the virtual ground node from 
ground When a voltage at the virtual ground is greater than 
an isolation voltage. 

8. The circuit of claim 1, Wherein the virtual ground 
device comprises a pull up device coupled betWeen the 
positive poWer supply and the virtual ground node. 

9. The circuit of claim 8, Wherein the pull up device 
comprises a P-type transistor having 

a ?rst poWer terminal coupled to the positive poWer 
Supply; 

a second poWer terminal coupled to the virtual ground 
node; and 

a control terminal coupled to receive a control signal. 

10. The circuit of claim 8, Wherein the pull up device 
comprises an N-type transistor having 

a ?rst poWer terminal coupled to the positive poWer 
Supply; 

a second poWer terminal coupled to the virtual ground 
node; and 

a control terminal coupled to receive a control signal. 

11. The circuit of claim 8, Wherein the pull up device 
comprises a plurality of transistors coupled betWeen the 
positive poWer supply and the virtual ground node. 

12. The circuit of claim 8, Wherein the virtual ground 
device further comprises a pull-doWn device coupled 
betWeen the virtual ground node and ground. 

13. The circuit of claim 12, Wherein the pull-doWn device 
is a long-channel Weak transistor. 

14. The circuit of claim 13, Wherein the long-channel 
Weak transistor is an N-type transistor. 

15. A method of minimizing sub-threshold leakage cur 
rent in a logic block; the method comprising: 

raising a voltage at a virtual ground node above an 
isolation voltage; and 

isolating the virtual ground node from ground When the 
voltage at the virtual ground node is above the isolation 
voltage. 

16. The method of claim 15, further comprising raising 
the voltage at the virtual ground node to the positive supply 
voltage. 

17. The method of claim 16, further comprising loWering 
the voltage at the virtual ground node to a ground voltage. 

18. The method of claim 15, further comprising raising 
the voltage at the virtual ground node to the positive supply 
voltage minus a retention voltage. 

19. The method of claim 18, Wherein the retention voltage 
is greater than a threshold voltage of a plurality of transistors 
in the logic block. 

20. The method of claim 18, further comprising loWering 
the voltage at the virtual ground node to a ground voltage. 
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21. A system for minimizing sub-threshold leakage cur 
rent in a logic block; the system comprising: 

means for raising a voltage at a virtual ground node above 
an isolation voltage; and 

means for isolating the virtual ground node from ground 
When the voltage at the virtual ground node is above the 
isolation voltage. 

22. The system of claim 21, further comprising means for 
raising the voltage at the virtual ground node to the positive 
supply voltage. 
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23. The system of claim 22, further comprising means for 
loWering the voltage at the virtual ground node to a ground 
voltage. 

24. The system of claim 21, further comprising means for 
raising the voltage at the virtual ground node to the positive 
supply voltage minus a retention voltage. 

25. The system of claim 24, Wherein the retention voltage 
is greater than a threshold voltage of a plurality of transistors 
in the logic block. 

26. The system of claim 24, further comprising means for 
loWering the voltage at the virtual ground node to a ground 
voltage. 


